Abstract: The present investigation deals with the problem of thermoelastic beam in the modified couple stress theory due to thermal source. The governing equations of motion for the modified couple stress theory and heat conduction equation for coupled thermoelasticity are investigated to model the vibrations in a homogeneous isotropic thin beam in a closed form by applying the Euler Bernoulli beam theory. The Laplace transform technique is used to solve the problem. The lateral deflection, thermal moment, axial stress average due to normal heat flux in the beam are derived and computed numerically. The resulting quantities are depicted graphically for a specific model. A particular case is also introduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cosserat and Cosserat [1] were the first to develop a mathematical model to analyze materials with couple stresses. In the original Cosserat theory, the kinematical quantities were the displacement and a material microrotation, which assumed to being independent of the continuum macrorotation. The couple-stress theory is an extended form of the continuum theory that includes the effects of a couple per unit area on a material volume, in addition to the classical direct and shear forces per unit area. Later on, Toupin [2] derived the associative constitutive equations for finite deformation of perfectly elastic materials and Mindlin and Tiersten [3] formulated a literalized theory of couple stress elasticity.
Yang et al. [4] modified the classical couple stress theory and proposed a modified couple-stress model, in which the couple stress tensor is symmetrical and only one material length parameter is needed to capture the size effect which is caused by micro-structure. The Bernoulli-Euler beam model based on a modified couple stress theory studied by Park and Gao [5] . Simsek and Reddy [6] investigated the bending and vibration of functionally graded microbeams using a new higher order beam theory and the modified couple stress theory. Mohammad-Abadi and Daneshmehr [7] studied the size dependent buckling analysis of microbeams based on the modified couple stress theory with high order theories and general boundary conditions. Darijani and Shahdadi [8] investigated the effect of shear deformation on the static bending and vibration responses of a simply supported microplate by using the modified couple stress theory. Beni et al. [9] studied the size-dependent equations of motion for a functionally graded cylindrical shell on the basis of the modified couple stress theory. Dehrouyeh-Semnani et al. [10] studied the problems of microbeams based on the modified couple stress theory.
Sun et al. [11] used the Laplace transform technique to study the vibration phenomena due to pulsed laser heating of a microbeam under different boundary conditions. Thermoelastic beams with voids were studied by Li and Cheng [12] . Sharma [13] derived governing equations of flexural vibrations in a transversely isotropic, thermoelastic beam in a closed form based on the Euler-Bernoulli theory to study thermoelastic damping (TED) and frequency shift (FS) of vibrations in clamped and simply supported beam structures.
Zang and Fu [14] developed a new beam model for a viscoelastic micro-beam based on the modified couple stress theory. Ghader et al. [15] discussed the problem of thermoelastic damping in a micro-beam resonator using the modified couple stress theory. An eigenvalue formulation and the Galerkin finite element method used to evaluate the problem of thermoelastic damping in vented microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) beam resonators were presented by Guo et al. [16] . Simsek and Reddy [6] investigated the bending and vibration of functionally graded microbeams using a new higher order beam theory and the modified couple stress theory.
Abouelregal and Zenkour [17] discussed the problem of an axially moving microbeam subjected to sinusoidal pulse heating and an external transverse excitation with one relaxation time by using the Laplace transform and also studied the effects of the pulse-width of thermal vibration, moving speed and the transverse excitation. Sharma and Kaur [18] studied transverse vibrations in a thermoelastic-diffusive thin micro beam based on the Euler-Bernoulli theory under clampedclamped boundary conditions. Zenkour and Abouelregal [19] studied the problem of thermoelastic vibration of an axially moving microbeam subjected to sinusoidal pulse heating.
In this work, the response of a thermoelastic beam in the modified couple stress theory due to thermal source is investigated. A numerical technique based on the Laplace transformation is used to calculate the lateral deflection, thermal moment and axial stress average. The effect of couple stress on lateral deflection, thermal moment and axial stress average for coupled thermoelastic (CT) theory are shown graphically for a specific model. Particular cases of interest are also deduced from the present investigation.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
Following Yang et al. [4] and Nowacki [20] , the governing equations in a modified couple stress thermoelastic medium in the absence of body forces and heat sources are given by (i) Constitutive relations
(ii) Equations of motion
(iii) Equation of heat conduction
where t ij are the components of stress tensor, λ and µ are Lamé's constants, δ ij is Kronecker's delta, e ij are the components of strain tensor, e ijk is alternate tensor, m ij are the components of couple-stress, β = (3λ + 2µ) α T , α T is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, T is the temperature change, α is the couple stress parameter, χ ij is symmetric curvature, ω i is the rotational vector. u = (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) is the components of displacement, ρ is the density, ∆ is the Laplacian operator, ∇ is del operator. K is the coefficient of the thermal conductivity, c e is the specific heat at constant strain, T 0 is the reference temperature assumed to be such that T /T 0 1.
III. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We consider a homogeneous isotropic, rectangular modified couple stress thermoelastic beam of length (0 ≤ x ≤ L) ,
, where x, y and z are Cartesian axes lying along the length, width and thickness of the beam so that x-axis coincides with the beam axis and y and z axes coincide with the end (x = 0) with origin located at the axis of the beam.
Using the Euler-Bernoulli theory for small deflection of a simple bending problem, the components of displacement as
where w (x, t) denotes the lateral deflection of the beam and t denotes the time. The constitutive relation (1) in onedimension along the axis and with the help of equation (7), we obtain
The bending moment resultant of the beam, M can be evaluated via the following relation:
where M σ and M m are the components of the bending moment due to the classic stress and couple stress tensors, respectively.
Applying the Euler-Bernoulli assumption (7) and with the aid of equation (8) in (9), we obtain
where I is the second moment of the cross-section area of the beam and M T is the thermal moment and I and M T are given by
The equation of transverse deflections of the beam is given by Rao [21]
where A = dh is the cross-sectional area of the beam. From equations (10) and (12), yield
and the heat conduction equation can be written as
Multiply (14) by zdz and integrate from interval (−h/2, h/2), yields
(15) where M T is mathematically approximated as the difference between the temperatures at the upper and bottom surfaces of the beam, the temperature is assumed to vary linearly through the thickness of the beam, thus we have
The non-dimensional quantities can be written as
where E = By using (17) in (13) and (15), after surpassing the primes, yield
where
IV. SOLUTION IN THE LAPLACE DOMAIN
We define the Laplace transform as
where s is the Laplace transform parameter. Applying Laplace transform defined by (20) on equations (18) and (19), we obtain
The differential equation of the lateral deflectionw and the thermal momentM T are
The differential equation governing the lateral deflectionw can take the form
where ±λ 1 , ±λ 2 and ±λ 3 are the characteristic roots of the equation:
and satisfy the well-known relations:
(27) where p, q, r are the sum of all the roots, sum of the roots taken two at a time and product of all the roots, respectively. Then the lateral deflection as:
where A i and B i , i = 1, 2, 3, are constant coefficients and depend on the Laplace variable s. The thermal moment is given bȳ
where A i , A i and B i , B i , i = 1, 2, 3, are constant coefficients and depend on the Laplace variable s. Substituting (28) and (29) in (22), yields
In equation (29) and with the aid of (30), yield
(31) Making use of equations (8), (16) , (17) and (20) and with the aid of (29) and (31), the axial stress is obtained
wherē 
Apply (17) and (20) on (34), we obtain
From (23) and (35), the thermal influence is given bȳ
Using (17) and (20) in the boundary conditions (36) and (37), yield
Substituting the values ofw andM T from (28) and (31) in the boundary conditions (39) and (40), with the aid of (38), after some simplification, we obtain the expressions of lateral deflection, thermal moment and axial stress average as
VII. PARTICULAR CASES
(i) If α = 0, in equations (41)- (43), we obtain the results for lateral deflection, thermal moment and axial stress average in a thermoelastic beam and these results are similar as obtained by Sirafy et al. [22] in a specific case.
Inversion of the Laplace transform
To obtain the solution of the present application in the physical domain, we first apply the well-known formula: Secondly, we adopt a numerical inversion method on the fourier series expansion, by which the integral (45) can be approximated as a series
Re f c + ijπ
(45) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2t 1 . The above series (45) is called the Durbin formula and the last term of this series is called the discretization error. Honig, U. Hirdes [23] developed a method for accelerating the convergence of the Fourier series and a procedure that computes approximately the best choice of the free parameters. 
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For numerical computations we take the magnesium material. The physical data chosen for magnesium are taken as Daliwal and Singh [24] and Sirafy et al. [22] . The software Matlab 7.10.4 have been used to determine the absence and presence of couple stress on lateral deflection w, thermal moment M T and axial stress average T x for the coupled thermoelastic (CT) theory in the absence and presence of couple stress are computed numerically and shown graphically in Figs. 1-3 , respectively. In all these Figs., the solid line with a centre symbol (- * -) corresponds to CT(α = 0), and the small dash line with a centre symbol (-- * --) corresponds to CT(α = 2.5). Fig. 1 shows the variation of lateral deflection w with respect to length. It is clear from the figure that the value of lateral deflection decreases monotonically in the considered region. Also, the value of lateral deflection for couple stress (α = 2.5) is lower in comparison to (α = 0) for the coupled thermoelastic theory. Fig. 2 represents the variation of thermal moment M T with respect to length. It is evident that the value of thermal moment decreases as length increases further. On the other hand, the values of the thermal moment is higher in the absence of couple stress and smaller in the presence of couple stress for CT theory. Fig. 3 depicts the variation of average of axial stress T x with respect to length. It is observed from the figure that the value of axial stress increases slowly in the range 0 ≤ x ≤ 9 and then again increases abruptly in the remaining range. Similar behavior is observed for both cases of coupled thermoelastic (CT)(α = 0, 2.5) .
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of lateral deflection, thermal moment and axial stress average is a significant problem of solid mechanics. The resulting quantities are observed to be very sensitive towards the couple stress parameters. The interactions of a thermoelastic beam in the modified couple stress theory in the context of the coupled thermoelastic (CT) model of thermoelasticity has been investigated using the Euler-Bernoulli theory and the Laplace transform technique. A numerical technique has been used to recover the solutions in the physical domain. The expressions for lateral deflection, thermal moment and axial stress average have been derived successfully and shown graphically in the absence and presence of couple stress. It is observed from the figures that the value of lateral deflection, thermal moment are higher in the absence of couple stress and lower for presence of couple stress for the CT theory and reverse behavior is observed for axial stress average. The results obtained in the study should be beneficial for people working in medical science, thermomechanical, engineering, accelerometers, sensors, resonators and also working in the field of a thermoelastic beam in the modified couple stress theory for the coupled thermoelastic model. 
